MOTION IN MECHANISMS.	39
For the design the distance cd-ad must be known.    This may usually be decided on from the limiting sizes of the journals at cd
and ad.    Suppose that the above ratio =^ = |-, that  cd~ad=-z"
p     7	°  '
and that the maximum length of stroke of /=i2//. Locate cd and measure off vertically downward a distance equal to 3", thus locating ad. Draw a horizontal line through ad. The point ef of the slider / will move along this line. Since
=9     and a
/.    a = 150°  and       /? = 2io°.
Lay off a from cd as a center, so that the vertical line through cd bisects it. Draw a circle through B with cd as a center, B being the point of intersection of the bounding line of a with a horizontal through ad. The length of the link c = cd~B.
The radius ad-C must equal the travel of /-r-2 = 6". This radius is made adjustable, so that the length of stroke may be varied. The connecting-rod, ey may be made of any convenient length.
32. Problem. — To draw the velocity diagram of the slider / of the Whitworth Quick Return. The point be, Fig. 25, as a point of c has a known constant linear velocity relative to d, and its direction of motion is always at right angles to a line joining it to cd. That point of the link a which coincides in this position of the mechanism with be, receives motion from be, but its direction of motion relative to d is at right angles to the line bead. If bc-A represents the linear velocity of be, its projection upon bc-ad extended will represent the linear velocity of the point of a which coincides with be. Call this point x. Locate the centro a/, draw the line af-bc and extend it to meet the vertical dropped from B to C. The centro a} may be considered as a

